UCAS / Personal Statement Guide:
Support for S5 / S6 pupils

Name:

Introduction
What is FOCUS West?
•
•
•

FOCUS West supports pupils as they progress into higher
education.
We are the largest and longest-running access to Higher
Education programme for schools in the west of Scotland.
We work with all colleges and universities in the West.

We can offer you:
•
•
•

Advice on subject and grade achievement to help you choose the right course for you (S5)
1-2-1 guidance sessions focused on your personal statement for university (S5-S6).
A bespoke online resource tool (FOCUS Point) to help you navigate the application process into
higher education.

You can get further support for your application from our other activities:
•
•
•
•

Routes for All: A tailored support service for college applications
Top Up Programme: A taught short course focused on making university grades attainable.
Widening Access to the Creative Industries (WACI): Designed to support creative students into HE.
Portfolio preparation: Help to prepare for art and creative study applications.

Thinking about going to university?
Applying to university is quite a straight-forward process. You’ll use an online
called UCAS (Universities and Colleges Admissions Service) to apply for up to 5 course choices.

system

This FOCUS West booklet will help you to start thinking about your UCAS application and writing a successful
Personal Statement as part of the application.
What is a Personal Statement?
•
•
•

Your UCAS Personal Statement allows the admissions tutor to find out more about you, your
academic achievements, your interests and motivation for coming to university.
It outlines why you want to study a particular course at university and how your skills, knowledge and
experience match the specific entry requirements.
Your Personal Statement can be a maximum of 47 lines or 4000 characters long, including spaces.
What are the admissions tutors looking for?
‘“Many courses are popular and therefore your application is in a competitive pool.
Show your motivation to study a given subject/ field of interest. Don’t say ‘I’m
applying for this course ...’. Name your subject/ field of interest.
“Talk about your interests and activities; show you are a person with wider
interests; show positions of responsibility, even in school, e.g. paired reading with
1st years, if you’re part of an anti-bullying campaign, if you’re a prefect”
“Say if you have a part-time job – even if it’s voluntary or shop work.’
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Planning Your Futures

My Career Path
Career idea:
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Application Checklist
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Key Skills

It is really important to consider and include the skills you have for your personal statement.
Try creating a skills table (see below) and writing out the skills that you have that will help you get into higher
education. Then try to work out where you have best practised or developed that skill in your experience
(school, part time work, hobbies, voluntary experience etc.). This will help you work out which skills you can
include in each section of your personal statement. Fill out the Skills Table below to help you.
Skill
WRITE IN RELEVENT SKILLS
Team Work

Where
WRITE WHERE YOU GAINED THEM
Shop Work (PT)

Analytical Skills

School Project on Mice Habits

Communication

Summer Camp at NASA

Dedication

School Swimming Team

Creativity

Personal Art / Goat Painting

Responsible
Rapport
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Active Skills and Action Verbs
Active Skill Examples:

Communication/

Technical Verbs

Creative Verbs

Ability to work under
pressure

People Verbs

assembled

adapted

clarified

built

began

communicated

calculated

combined

described

constructed

created

developed

converted

designed

debugged

developed

designed

directed

developed

entertained

engineered

established

fabricated

integrated

installed

introduced

repaired

invented

studied

performed

upgraded

planned

Communication
Confidence
Customer Skills
Flexibility
Initiative
Interpersonal
IT skills
Leadership
Negotiation and
persuasion

directed
enlisted
explained
influenced
interacted
listened

Organisation

marketed

Problem-solving

participated

Teamwork

persuaded

Time management

presented

Trustworthy

proposed

revised

Hard Working
Innovative

Research Verbs

Teaching Verbs

shaped

advised

solved

coached

Rapport Building
analysed

communicated

Accomplishment Verbs

critiqued

developed

achieved

Management/

detected

encouraged

completed

Leadership Verbs

examined

explained

expanded

experimented

guided

exceeded

administered

explored

instructed

improved

coordinated

interpreted

motivated

succeeded

decided

invented

persuaded

won

investigated

taught

organised

tested

researched

trained

summarized

tutored

Research Skills

developed
emphasized
enhanced
established
improved
managed
motivated

surveyed
tested
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Your Personal Statement – The Narrative Version
Your Personal Statement should have five key sections:
1. Engaging introduction: Introduce yourself, your key relevant skills, the course you are applying
for, and your ambitions. You could include briefly:
a. Examples of studying a similar subject at school and why you enjoyed it.
b. Attracted to a particular job – to become a surgeon you need to study medicine.
c. You have relevant experience – your part time job (Computer fixing) could lead to your career
(Software Engineer)
2. School: Explain in more detail about the classes, clubs and activities that have influenced your
study choices. You could include:
a. Passion for a favourite subject and what you hope to study next.
b. Prizes / awards you have won for achievements at school.
c. Activities that link to course choices: Orchestra – Music Course, Paired Reading – Teaching,
Sports Team – PE Teaching / Sport Science, Young Enterprise Club – Business courses.
3. Work Experience: Your work experience may not be connected to the career path you are
considering but often it also gives you great transferable skills. You could explain more about:
a. School work experience – does it relate to your course and what did you enjoy?
b. Part time work – use to show skills, such as teamwork, communication, rapport etc.?
c. Talk about how you have to balance your time between school, work, and activities.
4. Interests and Achievements: Describe your achievements, the interests that you are excited
about, and activities that have provided you with additional skills. You could include:
a. Team sports – teamwork and engagement outside of the school walls in a local team.
b. Music – creativity and passion, practicing and playing with others in a band / orchestra.
c. Responsibilities – Scouts, Guides, Youth clubs all show leadership and responsibility.
d. Voluntary Work – working in your own time to help others looks great on an application.
5. Confident Concluding Statement: End your statement confidently by reflecting on your skills and
ambition in relation to your chosen subject. You could consider:
a. A sentence confirming your enthusiasm for the topic.
b. An outline of what you eventually want to do (career).
c. Show how excited you are to continue on into higher education.
Writing it Out: S.T.A.R
You cannot just write a list of your skills and abilities. You need to give details about these in a way that
makes sense, relates to the course / institution and provides evidence for your ability – try STAR!
•
•
•
•

Situation –
Task –
Action –
Result -

State the situation (work, school, activities, home) that you are describing
Explain what you had to do
Describe the skills you used to achieve your goal
Show your achievement and what you gained from this

Example:
‘As part of being on the FOCUS West Program, I went on a university visit which encouraged me to want to
study Astrophysics at Neil Armstrong University. This enhanced my confidence, communication and team
working skills as we worked together with other students to complete a small engineering project.’
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Your Personal Statement – The Direct Skill Version
This version of a personal statement is usually used when you are applying for a course that requires a lot of
direct experience in the topic or showcases that you have uniquely high levels of knowledge and experience
in relation to that course. These statements are very useful but are easy to get wrong, so make sure you
plan properly, check that you have not repeated yourself, and have used the Skill Table.

1. Engaging introduction: Introduce yourself, your key relevant skills, the course you are
applying for, and your ambitions. You could include briefly:
d. Examples of studying a similar subject at school and why you enjoyed it.
e. Attracted to a particular job – to become a surgeon you need to study medicine.
f. You have relevant experience – your part time job (Computer fixing) could lead to your career
(Software Engineer)
2. Directly Relevant Experience: Here you talk about any work, voluntary, academic or other
directly related experience that shows that you already have experience of the subject.
a. School work experience – does it relate to your course and what did you enjoy?
b. Part time work – use to show skills, such as teamwork, communication, rapport etc.?
c. Talk about how you have to balance your time between school, work, and activities.
3. Wider Experience: Explain in more detail about how school, work and voluntary pursuits (that
you have not already mentioned) have influenced your study choices. You could include:
a. Passion for a favourite subject and what you hope to study next.
b. Prizes / awards you have won for achievements at school.
c. Activities that link to course choices: Orchestra – Music Course, Paired Reading – Teaching,
Sports Team – PE Teaching / Sport Science, Young Enterprise Club – Business courses.
4. Interests and Achievements: Describe your achievements, the interests that you are excited
about, and activities that have provided you with additional skills. You could include:
a. Team sports – teamwork and engagement outside of the school walls in a local team.
b. Music – creativity and passion, practicing and playing with others in a band / orchestra.
c. Responsibilities – Scouts, Guides, Youth clubs all show leadership and responsibility.
d. Voluntary Work – working in your own time to help others looks great on an application.
5. Confident Concluding Statement: End your statement confidently by reflecting on your skills
and ambition in relation to your chosen subject. You could consider:
a. A sentence confirming your enthusiasm for the topic.
b. An outline of what you eventually want to do (career).
c. Show how excited you are to continue on into higher education.

The key to this Personal Statement is planning and experience. Each section has to bring something new
and show you have unique relevant experience– typically the following courses use this kind of statement.
•
•
•
•

Medicine
Veterinary Medicine
Specialist Engineering
Law

•
•
•
•

Creative Arts
Music
Dance
Film Making
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•
•
•
•

Acting
Science
Architecture
Archology

Plan and Draft Your Statement
UCAS: University and College Admissions Service. The central organisation who handle applications for
higher education across the UK. Use the below sections to write out your key points and assign your skills
before you draft it on the computer.
Skills (per section)
1: Introduction.
A
A
A
A
2: School
A
A
A
A
A
A
3: Work Experience
A
A
A
A
A
4: Interests and Achievements
A
A
A
A
A

5: Confident Close
A
A
A
A
A
A
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Take Your Next Step
MY CHOICES

University / Course

Entry Requirements
Highers / Adv H

Nat 5

Adjusted
Entry /
Top Up

1

2
3

4
5

BACK UP COURSES (University or College)
1
2

Things to do next:
School Key code:

Grades – Achieved / Expected
NAT 5

•

Register on www.focuspoint.org,uk

•

Sign up for FOCUS on Futures in Focus West Activities

•

Research Courses/ check your choices

•

Top Up / Routes - (REACH / SUMMER School)

•

Draft and Upload your PS to Focus Point

•

Do you have key experience?

•

Use Focuspoint with someone at home

S5 - Prelim

Remember you can re-download the FUTURES Booklet – In

S6 - Expected

‘Writing your Personal Statement’
Plan it – Draft it – Check it – Upload it
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•
•
•

Portfolio
Test
Audition

Primary Key Dates
•

End of May – Students will be able to sign in and work on their
application form.

•

Early September – completed applications can be submitted to
UCAS.

•

1 October (18:00 UK time) – deadline for music courses.

•

15 October (18:00 UK time) – deadline for Oxford or Cambridge, and
most courses in medicine, dentistry, or veterinary medicine/science courses.

•

15 January (18:00 UK time) – deadline for the majority of undergraduate courses.

•

30 June (18:00 UK time) – last date to submit an application before Clearing.

There are exceptions to particularly specialist courses, it is always best to check the institution websites and
the UCAS Website for full details. Go to - https://www.ucas.com/
You can apply for a course using Clearing if you’re not already
holding a university or college offer and there are places.
Clearing applies if:
•
•
•

you’re applying after 30 June
you didn’t receive any offers (or none you wanted to
accept)
you didn’t meet the conditions of your offers

Getting it right!
Do’s

Don’ts

Check university websites as they

Don’t talk about a single university or

provide information about what they are

mention certain institutions specifically.

looking for from applicants.

Don’t lie or exaggerate

Make a list of relevant things you want to

Don’t use flowery language or overly

include

funny jokes – take it seriously.

Plan your statement including

Don’t use slang or text speak

introduction and conclusion.

Don’t ‘plagiarise’ as each personal

Be enthusiastic – show your interest!

statement is checked against previous

Show you know your strengths and can

and online personal statements

outline your ideas clearly.

Don’t rely on a spellchecker as it will

Check your spelling and grammar.

not pick up everything

Apply on time.

Don’t leave it to the last minute
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Understanding the Jargon
Below is an explanation of some of the common terms used when applying for university.
•

BA: Bachelor of Arts. undergraduate degree awarded to those studying an arts or humanities degree.

•

BSc: Bachelor of Science, undergraduate degree awarded to those studying a scientific discipline.

•

Bursary: A non-repayable monetary award made to students who satisfy certain criteria as set by the
awarding universities and colleges.

•

Clearing: A service that opens on results day each year whereby those students without a place at a
higher education institution can gain a place on courses with spaces still available.

•

Combined Honours: A degree encompassing more than one subject.

•

FE: Further Education. FE includes many different levels of study up to SCQF Level 6. This could
include courses at colleges such as NC, NPA and SVQ.

•

Firm Choice: A student’s first choice of higher education, this is the institution and course they will
attend providing they meet the conditions of their offer.

•

HE: Higher Education. HE includes courses at SCQF Level 7 and above. This includes courses at
universities such as degree programmes and post-graduate study. You can also study HE courses
at colleges – HNC and HND courses are described as HE too.

•

HNC: Higher National Certificate. HNCs are courses at colleges at SCQF Level 7. They can lead
onto HND courses, into a job or sometimes into the first year of a university degree.

•

HND: Higher National Diplomas are courses at colleges at SCQF Level 8. They can lead straight to
a job or into the middle of a four-year degree course at university.

•

Hons: Honours - indicates a level of attainment attached to a BSc or BA

•

Insurance Choice: A student’s second choice of higher education, usually with slightly lower entry
requirements.

•

SAAS: Students Awards Agency Scotland is responsible for paying tuition fees and arranging student
loans for Scottish students. Go to www.saas.gov.uk

•

UCAS Extra: An additional period of time to apply for courses through UCAS when someone has not
applied during the main UCAS application period or has received no offers of a place.

•

UCAS Track: The online service allowing applicants to track the status of their higher education
applications.
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Focuspoint

FOCUS Point is a bespoke online resource tool to help you navigate the application process into higher
education. You can use this to help with the following:
•
•
•
•

Search for courses at University / College.
Craft and get feedback on your Personal Statement.
Find out about wider opportunities.
Ask for support and guidance.

USERNAME:…………………………………………………..

PASSWORD REMINDER:…………………………………...

On FOCUS Point you can also get information about our companion services:
(Hold Ctrl and Click on each image to be directed to the Website)
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Frequently Asked Questions
What are entry requirements?
Universities and colleges set their own entry requirements for higher education courses, and the requirements
for each course to ensure you have the right skills and knowledge to be successful on the course. These
include:
•

Qualifications, subjects and exam grades

•

Your suitability – skills, interests and experience

•

an admissions test – not for all courses, but check the specific course requirements

•

an interview – for some courses

•

A portfolio – for art based courses

•

Audition – for performing arts courses

•

Further requirements – it’s possible there may be health, financial, or disclosure and barring service
(dbs) or protecting vulnerable groups (pvg) checks, which check if you have a criminal record. Ucas
provide tips and guides to help you with these requirements.

What if I don’t get the grades I want?
Sometimes it happens and the good news is that there are so many other opportunities out there. If one path
did not work out, you can try different roads just like road works and diversions. You could re-sit the subject
or you can take another route to get you where you want to be. Have a backup plan by applying to college
courses which have lower entry requirements but it could be the stepping stone you need to progress onto
the university course you want. This is called articulation.
Why should I go to open days?
College and university open days are a good way to find out more about certain courses, meet some tutors
or talk to admissions. You can find out when the open days are from the university or college website or
UCAS has a list that you can check all local open days.
Where can I get more help and advice?
•

Your Teacher / School Careers Advisor

•

FOCUS West – Schools Partnership Officer / Focuspoint website resource

•

UCAS website and FAQs

•

The Complete University Guide - https://www.thecompleteuniversityguide.co.uk/

•

Prospects - https://www.prospects.ac.uk/
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Futures at Home

What is FOCUS West – Focus On Futures?
•
•

FOCUS West supports pupils as they progress into higher education and we work with all colleges
and universities in the West of Scotland.
FOCUS on Futures is a tailored 12 months 1-2-1 support programme run by Uuganaa Ramsay and
Dr Simon Walker designed to enable S5 and S6 pupils to gain entry into university and college.

Focus on Futures – What we do:
•
•
•

Advice on subject and grade achievement to help make option choices / build experience. (S5)
1-2-1 guidance sessions focused on your personal statement for university or college (S5-S6).
A bespoke online resource tool (FOCUS Point) to help you navigate the application process into
higher education.

FOCUS Point is a bespoke online resource tool to help you navigate the application process into higher
education. You can use this to help with the following:
•
•
•
•

Search for courses at University / College.
Work out your career pathway and Higher Education journey.
Craft and get feedback on your Personal Statement.
Find out about wider opportunities and Ask for support and guidance.

You can also get further support from our other activities:
•
•
•
•

Routes for All: A tailored support service for college applications
Top Up Programme: A taught short course focused on making university grades attainable.
Widening Access to the Creative Industries (WACI): Designed to support creative students into HE.
Portfolio preparation: Help to prepare for art and creative study applications.

For more information or support contact the Focus on Futures team at focuswest@strath.ac.uk
Web: www.focuswest.org.uk

/

Twitter: @focus_west /
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Facebook: @ focuswestuk

Don’t miss your chance! Keep an eye on the application dates.

University Application Timeline

© The Focus on Futures materials are produced for FOCUS West on behalf of the Scottish
Funding Council. Permission to reproduce in any way should be sought from FOCUS WEST.
www.focuswest.org.uk
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